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EDITORIAL
This week, a boy feels the change beneath a post-apocalyptic moon; the children of the
seventeenth summer meet; a mysterious hole proves to be a gateway elsewhere; and a boy learns
that he has been infected.
The saga of Spanky the Gay Vampire winds up in a castle. Meanwhile, in Astra Palace, Carter
Ward is shackled in gold. Eric Brighteyes attends a Yuletide feast. And in the Moon Pool, the
Dragon Worm rises.
—Gavin Chappell
Now out from Rogue Planet Press: Schlock Quarterly Volume 3, Issue 6.
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IT CAME FROM INSIDE THE INKWELL!

Vincent is an artist who has consistently been on assignment in the art world for over twenty
years. Throughout his career he has acquired a toolbox of diverse skills (from freehand drawing
to digital design, t-shirt designer to muralist). His styles range from the wildly abstract to pulp
style comics.
In 2013, his work in END TIMES won an award in the Best Horror Anthology category for that
year. When Vincent is not at his drawing board he can be found in the classroom teaching
cartooning and illustration to his students at Westchester Community College in Valhalla NY.
He lives in Mamaroneck NY with his wife Jennie and dog Skip.

https://www.freelanced.com/vincentdavis
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BLOOD MOON by Ste Whitehouse
It was after midnight on the third day when we managed to catch up and capture the two wolves.
We had been tracking them most of the previous day. Dad had downed the male easily but the
female had rushed us and it looked for a second or so that we’d have to kill her instead of tranq
her. He managed the reload and she went down like a sack of bricks; landing at Gramps’ feet. He
gave her a nudge with the toe of his boot and then knelt down to bind her wrists and ankles in
twine. I helped Dad with the male.
We, well Dad and Gramps, swung them onto the small trolley we had set aside, and carried on
up the Hill to the castle. I’d been there on any number of hunts with Dad and Gramps and others
from our village but this was the first time I’d been so close to wolves that were alive. Their
breath stank something rotten and their hair, all matted and dank, gave off a musty smell. So
often this was masked by the bitter iron scent of dried blood; but tonight I could smell the
pungent scent of live wolves. Tonight was special and I felt butterflies in my stomach.
We picked our way through the remains of the zoo that had once built up around the castle and
made our way onto the green inside the Keep. Gramps always reminisced about Dudley the
surrounding town. He thought it was odd that the adjacent town had been almost destroyed over
the past fifty odd years yet the castle, a building almost a thousand years older, still stood. We
came to Dudley castle frequently. It appeared to repel the wolves who hated all things human
and it was as if its thousand year history imbued it with so much humanness that nothing over the
last fifty five years could wash it away. Its walls also hid our camp fires so any wolves around
would not see us.
It was a clear night. Moonless at the moment, and the stars were scattered across the velvet sky.
Orion was just rising; ‘The Hunter’ a good omen for the coming night. I tried to settle but the
nervousness I’d felt all day was magnified under the thick black sky. Dad got a fire going and
Gramps pulled out his hip flask. He offered me first swig; a sure sign that this was the summer of
my thirteenth birthday. I was coming of age. Perhaps this very night.
As always Gramps began to talk about the Bloodmoon fifty five years ago, but I never tired of
the tale. It was an event that had actually started years before. No one really knows who was
first; whether it was Americans, Indians or Chinese, and to be honest the names of these people
mean nothing to me, although I know a family called Singh from ‘The Tip’ a village two down
from our own, who say that their family originally came from India. Anyway someone thought it
a good idea to place their nuclear waste on the far side of the Moon. The base there had shut
years before and if the containers leaked? Well no one would be hurt would they?
Soon all the nations who had access to rockets were shipping their waste up there regularly.
Then, fifty five years ago, one of the shuttles ran into difficulty. Again no one knows why or
even whose but it crashed violently onto a series of waste containers on the Moon’s surface. The
resulting explosion sent a shock wave that set off other containers until the far side of the Moon
was one big nuclear inferno. The dust that was raised has taken decades to settle and even now
there are parts of the poles that are obscured by dust. In my short life time I have seen the
Moon’s surface change as what Dad calls ‘Seas’, (he also tells me that there isn’t any water on

the Moon so go figure), have become visible.
Gramps was about my age then and he says that apart from worldwide outrage and finger
pointing no one gave it much thought. A few days later there was a full Moon but nothing
untoward occurred. It was only on looking back that people realised that over the next four
weeks violent crime rose worldwide and a wave of protests over obscure issues began. People
clashed over seemingly minor things; a website; a celebrity marriage; who belonged where.
Murders spiked for domestic and random crime; but then all crime had spikes and troughs so no
one could see the pattern. No one linked it to the Moon, now blood red in colour.
It took the next full Moon to show the horror that was to come. As it rose over various parts of
the world, time zone by time zone, an outpouring of violence followed almost immediately.
Afterwards the few who were interviewed spoke of being unable to think clearly, of an anger that
overwhelmed them. That was before the continued presence of the Moon began to build in its
influence and those people originally involved in the mass disturbance lost their minds
completely. They became wolves.
Gramps says that in some parts of the world they are probably called Werewolves on account of
there being actual wolves still around but here in Britain, in Dudley, we calls them wolves. They
say millions died that first night and each night afterwards. The wolves initially recovered but as
the weeks progressed they became more and more feral; less and less human. Well the world sort
of collapsed in on itself, in what Gramps calls a ‘post apokolip-tic nightmare, and the wolves just
went on attacking anything and anyone.
That was bad enough but people found that there could be varying levels of ‘wolfness’ and
although their mutation didn’t include a lot of hair growth and stronger nails/talons they still
found it difficult to live in a human world. Even worse the Bloodmoon still exists. Younger
children aren’t affected but when their hormones kick in during puberty. Well! So that brings us
to the summer of my thirteenth birthday; and the full Moon rising late tonight; and the twist I feel
in my gut.
As Gramps has spoken Dad has bound my hands and feet in twine. It may not be tonight I tell
myself. It could be any night. We’ll stay the full three nights with these sedated wolves and then
come back next month if we have to. Or tonight I make my first wolf kill here in the Castle
grounds. I swallow hard and force myself to look up at the horizon. The Moon, watery and
bloodshot, has begun to bulge over the castle wall. We wait.
Finally the reddened circle pulls itself free of the land and sits in the sky. A pale Moon of pink.
To me a red/gold Moon. A Moon that is just there, doing NOTHING! I start to relax when a shift
happens. Suddenly the walls of the Castle come into razor-sharp focus and the stars above
resolve into crystal shards. Everywhere life suddenly screams out and fills my head with white
noise. A smell? I can smell something on my Dad. It’s fear. And Gramps. Their eyes are full of
concern but their scent is one of alarm. I glance at the Moon again. Now it appears washed in ...
in something red, (blood.)
“What d’you see lad?” My Dad asks and I try to reply but it is as if someone has grasped my

throat. I can breathe but somehow my words come out as a growl. I cough and lie, “It... looks ...
fine.” Dad reaches out to me and I flinch. Suddenly the sheer awful smell of him, of humans
disgusts me. My clothes itch. I need to shred them. To feel the cool air flow over my limbs.
Gramps catches me on the side of my head with his rifle butt. “I’m sorry, lad.” He says as the
two of them stake the twine around my ankles deep into the ground.
I almost scream in anger. I can hear the heart rates of the other two wolves as they return to
groggy consciousness; smell their musk calling to me especially the female. Dad has attached a
leather band on each. The bands hold a number of metal sheets that clink when the wolves move.
They can hunt them down at a later date; but tonight they will leave them here, with me. When
they fully awake all they will smell is the human on me. I can smell the human on me, that
revolting tepid scent clings to me so much I gag. When they awake they will attack.
Dad and Gramps leave but I can still hear them half way down the hillside, sliding away. I can
also hear the quickening *Thump*Thump* of the two wolves hearts as they stir. Above, the
Moon continues to rise and I howl for the first and last time.
THE END
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THE CHILDREN OF THE SEVENTEENTH SUMMER by Paula Genuine
A clamour filled the large banquet hall. The voices of the crowd that had gathered at the table
bounced off the stone walls and doubled their effort. The tables were arranged in a horseshoe.
Servants skittered around the hall, in clothes as fine as their masters: holding amphorae of wine
and silver trays with delicately arranged dishes of stuffed meats and savouries.
A large tapestry showing a fat bodied insect with overlapping wings shimmered in bright purples
and emerald. Beneath the tapestry sat two men, both of them clad in brown fur and heavy shining
gold. The older of the two poured wine for his son, who sat next to him. It was Humber’s
sixteenth birthday and the first day of his arranged engagement to a woman he had never met.
Her relatives adorned the banquet tables, dressed in dark linens instead of furs; he wondered how
they could not be cold. A look of petulant disgust crossed his face as he took his first sip of wine;
bitter, salty and sweet.
“Awful,” he observed.
His father, a young man in his early thirties, laughed.
“It gets better the more you drink,” he told him.
The noise of crowd was suddenly silenced as a frantic arpeggio of notes played on a harpsichord
covered the assembly’s chattering. A rolling tattoo of snare drums called her in, the girl that
Humber was going to have forced upon him. She was already dancing as she passed through the
stone arch and into the hall.
She was Humber’s own age. That was one advantage to being cicada born, he thought. His older
brother had been palmed off with a man in his late forties.
The girl’s skin was pale and freckled; as unlike the Pictish dark of Humber’s people as anything
he could imagine. She was tall and slender rather than stout and sturdy. A wave of russet hair
falling to her shoulder; her body moved with a sibylline rhythm, melding with the music and
leading the notes rather than responding to them.
“She’s as thin as a peasant,” Humber told his father, “I won’t marry an ugly barbarian.”
Humber the Elder folded the gold chains of his wrists over the ochre of his fur. A stern sideways
glance was enough to rebuke the boy to silence.
“She is the only noble to be born on the summer of the cicadas,” Humber the elder said, “and
she’s far from ugly.”
“If she’s the only one, I’ll wait till the next spawning.”
“The cicadas come every seventeenth year,” said Humber the elder. “If you break the line...”

The dancer’s red hair pirouetted with her body so that the dark green linen of her dress flared
about her. Her calves were thinner than her knees. The other nobles at the table cheered.
Humber’s mother, sisters and brothers all sat behind silver plates of pâté stuffed mackerel and
lotus leaves bursting with passion fruit flesh and wren’s livers.
“If you don’t return the dance,” Humber the elder said, “All this is gone. Look at all these
people, this is all because of the line of the seventeenth summer.”
Humber covered his gaping mouth with the back of his hand and withdrew a long breath to
yawn. Using the sound of the exhalation to mask the shake in his voice, Humber said:
“Really, Father, it’s all such a tiresome bore.”
“Pay attention,” said his father. “We only get one chance at this.”
The bass of a cello had eclipsed the light flicker of the harpsichord. The drums beat a quiet
hissing sibilance behind the note. The girl’s red hair had fallen forward over her face and her
body shifted over itself as the cellist sawed back and forth on the note. Her body twisting the air
like a python around its prey. Every eye in the room fell on Humber.
Humber stared at the girl. The precision of her movement suggested a level of practice that he
associated with the pressures put on himself. Her dance was all the introduction he was going to
get. He felt the weight of generations in the eyes of the onlookers; expectation and anticipation.
He stood and nodded his complicity. Clapping his hands a single time, he stood from his chair
and stepped over the table onto the open floor. His eyes glanced sideways to signal to the
musicians that he was ready.
An acclivity in tempo drove the drummer’s arms up into a blur.
Humber stood on the floor, directly facing the girl. He had never heard the melody of cicadas
outside of his infant cot, yet it called to him in the beat of the drum. He danced the steps that his
father had taught him, forced him to practice, urged him to improve.
The first phase of the dance was meant to display skill, complexity and an intelligence. Humber
began a crescendo of shifting repetitions that increased steadily in speed until they met the
second set of movements.
The second phase was supposed to display strength and athletic ability; it was a sequence of high
leaps, cartwheels and kicks. The table roared its approval, banging their hands on the heavy oak
in time with the musicians. Humber stepped forward to complete the dance, the third phase
showing union with his bride. A performance that would double as both inheritance ceremony
and marriage vow.
The girl with red hair lifted her head in response to the cheers. Saline glazed her eyes and sweat
her brow. Humber had only to take her hand and they were wed. He hesitated, the weight of
tradition and expectation filling the air like the buzz of ten thousand insects.

The girl’s eyes, fixed on his own, were filled with the same terror as his own. They widened for
every second of hesitation. She mouthed a single word to Humber.
“Please.”
The hall had fallen to complete silence. Humber looked at the girl’s thin face, the tear that sat on
her green eyes. What had brought them both to that same situation? The same past and the same
expectation. One future, one past. That moment of hesitation would be Humber’s only chance to
let the present be free of its associations.
The girl raised her hand out towards him, it shook with urgent panic. He took her hand with both
of his own.
“Sorry,” he whispered.
The girl was taller than him, she smiled as he took her hand more naturally. The two of them
turned to face the front table. The scraping sound of chairs being pulled back and glasses raised
in union.
“To the children of the seventeenth summer,” toasted Humber the Elder.
The girl squeezed Humber’s hand as the crowd repeated the toast; cheering and applauding in
anticipation of the birth of the next summer. The drums played on, a rasping sibilance meant to
imitate the wings of the insects that had decided their fates, stood beneath the weighty eyes and
expectation, wondering what they would talk about when the sound finally stopped.
THE END
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RUNNETH DRY by Konstantine Paradias
“Hole’s dried out.”
“What do you mean, ‘dried out’? It’s not filled with anything, it’s just...a hole.”
“Yeah, um, it’s still...out, though.”
“Did you check inside?”
“Yes, yes we did.”
“You need to go way in there, you know. Past the elbow.”
“We did that, yeah. Came back with nothing.”
“Did you try a drone?”
“We tried drones, we tried clamps, we tried periscopic robot arms. We even brought in Kevin,
that weird guy from Logistics...”
“Kev the Noodle? Did he get anything?”
“Not a damn thing. So we got to digging. Sent in a few boys with jackhammers, then a couple of
excavators, then we blew the rest of the way down and we still got nothing.”
“Did you ask Kevin to try then?”
“He was the first one in, last guy out.”
“Good man, Kevin.”

“Point is, there was nothing down there. Nothing but a whole load of dust and empty air. There’s
still a deeper, narrower point, but we haven’t had a chance to get a depth reading yet.”
“Can’t you just...make it wider?
“Not unless we want the government to get a whiff of what we’re doing. Besides, one of the guys
in the prospecting team thinks we’re about to hit a sandstone bank. If we keep going, the
sinkhole could swallow up HQ in the blink of an eye.”
“What if we made a new Hole?”

“What in god’s name are you talking about?”
“Simon and I, we didn’t...find this hole. We dug it, you know. Back when we were kids. It’s how
we found the Perpetual battery prototype. If we could just...”
“I don’t think you made the Hole, sir. Or if you did, I don’t think that’s the reason why it kept
spilling out all those artefacts for the past sixty years. Sir, I think we...what are you doing?”
“I’m ringing Margaret. She ought to know where Simon kept his toy shovels. He loved those
things to bits, God bless his soul...”
“Sir, I think it would perhaps be best if we just...came clean.”
“No. No, no no no...”
“If you will let me finish...”
“No. Out of the question.”
“Sir, if we make the first move, we can control the narrative. We can spin this in our favour.”
“Spin this in our favour? What the hell is so favourable about ‘fraud finds tech in Hole’?”
“Try ‘young dreamers stumble upon the future’.”
“Try ‘high school dropout steals tech he dug up and hires nerds to reverse engineer it’.”
“Try ‘tech giant proof of Many-world interpretation’.”
“And how are we going to spin this to the auditors exactly? When they decide to contest our
patents, or start looking into where those R&D subsidies really ended up? Unless you think I
bought the board all those Bermuda vacation homes out of my own pocket.”
“Oh.”
“Damn right, oh. So if you don’t want to end up penniless and afraid in a prison cell for the rest
of your days, I suggest you get digging.”
“Unless...”
“No more of this narrative nonsense, please.”
“Unless it’s not just a Hole.”
“Of course it’s not just a Hole, damn it. How many Holes can do what this one’s been doing?”

“What if it’s a wormhole? An Einstein-Rosen Bridge? “
“Uh...”
“What if it’s traversable? I mean, where the hell else did all those thingamabobs came from, if
not from another universe?”
“Then how come nothing else is coming through? How come no-one else came through, these
past sixty years?”
“Could be whoever’s on the other side was treating this like the Voyager. One-way
communication, real slow-like and now they’re waiting for some sort of confirmation... made it
so only living things could cross through, God I don’t know but it’s worth a shot, isn’t it?”
“So what, we just slip on over and ask politely? What if they refuse?”
“We’d still have proven the existence of parallel worlds, maybe get a Nobel and live off the book
royalties. And if push comes to shove, we can always just let the board buy us out.”
“DeVries was a bit eager to see me off this company last quarter...you think he’d make a good
fall guy?”
“The best, sir.”
“How soon do you think we can get a man down there?”
“Kevin should be good to go; should take a couple more hours if we fit him with an EVA SUIT,
for good measure.”
“No, might as well rip the Band-Aid. Get our man down there so we can get to the bottom of
this.”
“Thank you sir. To be honest, I’d taken the liberty of doing so before reaching you. I was hoping
you’d agree to this.”
“So Kevin...”
“He’s crossed the threshold an hour ago, contacted us through his attached tether. He made
contact, sir. Kevin made contact with another universe!”
“So reel him in, then! Let’s see what our boy’s got for us! You think they want to discuss terms?
Set up a contact post?”
“Site-team says Kevin’s come back with a message.”
“Well, what are you waiting for? Send it over...”

“Sir, site-team hasn’t even had a chance to quarantine this yet...”
“Then get a damn picture, send it to my phone, beam it to my damn brain, just do it now
goddamn it!”
“They’re sending it up as we speak...bringing it up on the conference monitor and...oh.”
OUT OF FREE STUFF. BRING VIRGINS.
“Get DeVries on the phone.”
THE END
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NOWHERE TO GO by Carrie Ann Golden
The coldness was everywhere. His hands reached for the warm comforter, but all he felt was icy
skin.
Stan opened his eyes. The room was dimly lit by the ceiling lights.
“Mom?” His voice was hoarse.
Nothing.
The first time he attempted to sit up, his body refused to budge. On the second try, each joint
popped or cracked as he strained to move. Finally, sitting up, he looked around.
He was not in his bedroom. No, he didn’t recognize this place. Everything around was metallic
and sterile. No windows either.
Confusion filled his mind. Strange, chaotic images flashed by. Nothing made any sense.
With a grunt, he swung his bare legs over the edge of the steel table and saw that he was several
feet from the white tiled floor.
Stan gasped as he stared down at his legs.
The skin was nearly white. All of his toenails, deep purple. And, he was completely naked. His
pale blue eyes widened as they scanned around for something, anything familiar.
“M-mom?” he whimpered.
With both hands, he reached for his head and rubbed it vigorously as if to try to wipe away the
fogginess. He froze.
There was something wrong with his head.
His fingers moved over odd bumps that went around his entire skull. What made it worse was
that he no longer had any hair. He’d been shaved bald!
Sounds of voices filtered through the metal door across the room from where he sat. Shadowy
figures moved in front of the opaque glass in its centre.
Frightened, Stan lay back down and closed his eyes.
“This particular case has me very concerned,” a woman’s voice said.
“How so, Dr. Colbert?” a different woman asked.

“I’ve ruled out rabies and encephalitis as well as several other similar viruses. None of them
changed the brain as I’ve seen in this one,” Dr. Colbert replied.
“What’s going on with this one’s brain?”
“This virus had travelled via the bloodstream to his brain where it then replicated in the cells of
the frontal lobe and in essence created an entirely new organ which effectively killed the rest of
the brain.”
“Resulting in brain death,” the other woman said.
“Correct. I’ve researched through all the medical reference books but there are no known viruses
that caused this kind of result. Next, I submitted a blood and brain tissue samples to CDC.”
“Did they come up with an answer?”
“Um, yes,” Dr. Colbert said, “Solanum virus.”
A moment of silence.
“You can’t be serious?”
“I’m afraid I am, Dr. Beckum. If that’s true, this boy would be the first ever documented case
with a virus of this kind.”
“If so, then God help us all.”
Stan heard the door creaked as it opened.
“Contact CDC to come and get this body out of here. Oh, and have someone from security
posted here until they arrive.” Dr. Beckum said. “I want to be sure he has nowhere to go if he
does...reanimate.”
THE END

Available from Amazon.
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A VAMPIRE AND A NECROPHILE WALK INTO A CAR CRASH by Rob Bliss
Chapter 5: A Castle
Percy and Spanky had lived la vida loca on the island of ultimate sexual freedom, but home and
the grind of the modern, bland world awaited.
They regretfully put their clothes back on to board Flight 911, headed for their home country of
enlightened democracy. They had their souvenirs: Spanky with a carry-on bag full of phone
numbers and emails, and Percy with the five testicles and thirteen nipples from the elderly men
and women who had heart attacks or strokes before or during sex with the necrophiliac. They all
had ‘do not resuscitate’ orders, which meant, once dead, Percy’s penis got even harder, and he
was covered in dripping, cocoanut-scented sweat by the time he had finished fucking the corpses.
Extremely kinky fetishes were not questioned on such an island, so when Percy’s victims were
discovered, no one asked why parts of their bodies were missing. New fetishes were being
discovered every day. And all his lover-victims had died smiling.
When border guards went through his carry-on and saw his souvenirs, they were confused at
first. The mumbled to each other in a thousand-year-old language, and came to the conclusion
that the pulpy, dried specimens must be strange indigenous knick-knacks which locals had sold
to another gullible tourist. They laughed to themselves and hastily re-packed Percy’s luggage
before handing it back to him.
The pair boarded and relaxed in the seats of the 747, carry-ons safely stored in the overhead
compartments. While a lone steward and stewardess (the flight away from the island was always
heavily depopulated) pantomimed along with the recorded safety instructions, pretending to put
the plastic cup masks over their mouths, adjusting stretch cords, smiling at their inattentive
audience, Percy and Spanky gazed out the aircraft windows.
Lush palms swayed in the warm breeze. Baggage handlers threw luggage onto a conveyor belt
which was hoisted into the belly of the plane. The baggage handlers were, of course, nude. One
handler took a five iron out of someone’s golf bag and rubbed the shaft between his ass cheeks,
leaving a faint shit stain, then returned it to the bag. He and his fellow handlers laughed, then
took turns snorting cocaine from their personal necklace snuff boxes, and sucked off mini-bongs
which they kept in their fanny packs. All the while occasionally riding the conveyor belt into the
plane, then crab-crawling out again to the tarmac. They rarely smuggled themselves aboard any
plane to land in other countries: they lived in the greatest country in the world.
The vampire and the necrophiliac were going to miss this place. Nothing like home, that shit
hole. A lonely paradise that was too holy for such a Neanderthal world, such a medieval era. If a
nuclear war ever happened and eradicated all of humanity, only this island would truly be
missed. Radiation could have the rest.
The plane taxied to a runway. Engines whined and screamed as they revved up and pushed the
airplane faster and faster until aerodynamics took hold and the mere shape of the airplane’s

wings was enough to lift the multi-ton metal bird into the sky.
The wonders of physics never ceased to astound Percy, so he had his forehead pressed flat to the
window, looking down at the speeding ground. Spanky, of course, knew a little more about the
power of flight, since he often needed to become a bat to get from A to B. The shape of his bat
wing (plus the flapping—flight, like life, was nothing without a lot of thrust) lifted his tiny
rodent feet off the ground and soared him high over the heads of mere mortals. He wasn’t as in
awe of physics, so he let Percy hog the window.
Spanky and Percy both enjoyed the thunder of the aircraft as it taxied down the runway, then the
sudden calm as the machine rode the sky. The contrast was soothing, so Spanky relaxed in his
chair. Percy watched the ground speed away until water became the surface of the Earth. Cobalt
and aquamarine with a rippled skin shining like aluminium foil as it reflected the sun. The island
was a pinprick in the immensely mapped globe.
They each pushed a button on their armrests and tilted back their seats. Awaiting a steward or
stewardess with a drink and snack trolley.
But it never came. No sooner was the plane up, then it was back down again. It landed for a short
stop-over at a neighbouring island which was as repressed as most of the modern world: they had
shacks made of corrugated tin, the occasional revolution, and not even a single nude beach. In
the tropics! Incredible … and sad. How can anyone trust a country that has no nude beaches?
The plane was only stopped at the small airport for a quick half hour, enough time for two men
to get on. Then the plane was again in the sky, and Percy had his face pressed to the window to
repeat his enjoyment of the thunder and rush of the flying beast.
The two large men sat in the centre row of seats beside our heroes. When electronic devices
could be turned on without interfering with the advanced electronics that helped keep the plane
airborne, and when the seat belt light turned off (the antediluvian ‘no smoking’ light remaining
on for the entire flight, and for every flight to come), the two large men stood up in unison and
strolled down the aisle.
They were stopped by the drink and snack trolley and the flamboyantly feminine male steward,
aptly named (according to his name tag) “Stewart”.
“Hey, fellas,” said Stewart, his adorable bow tie a tad askew but still chic. “We’re just serving
snacks and beverages for, oh, say about fifteen minutes or so. Not too many folks aboard, so lots
of leg room for everyone, and quick quick service, I promise, cross my nipple. I wasn’t a boy
scout, but I’ve dressed up like one—stop me, I’m terrible! If you two gents can hold in your peepee for two shakes of a lamb’s hiney, I’ll get my trolley out of your way, tout suite! M’kay?”
The men glared down at the steward and his sparkling airline smile. Stewart’s eyebrows had
been manicured and moulded. A thin line of eyeliner accentuated his green eyes. If either of the
large men had been open to experimenting with their sexual orientation, they would have invited
the steward to their eventual hotel room when they landed and gloriously wrecked his smooth,

loose ass.
Instead, the male monoliths went back to their seats. Backs straight, large-fingered, hairyknuckled hands on their knees, eyes staring front, glancing occasionally at the snail’s progress of
Stewart’s trolley.
Percy was still busy looking out the window, entranced by the water and the tiny islands the
plane passed over, wondering if any of them were inhabited. And if so, was someone dying far
below him at that instant? He always thought to himself, in absolute wonder: “Right now,
someone is dying, someone is having sex, and someone is giving birth. And this happens all day,
all night, for millennia. This is life.”
He didn’t blink as he gazed down at the scattered crumbs of white rock, green forest, and brown
hilltops passing slowly beneath the plane.
Spanky didn’t blink as well, largely because the two men were not blinking. The vampire had
timed how long the men’s eyes had stayed open, counting to himself, “One Mississippi, two
Mississippi …”, keeping his eyes open as well so as not to miss if or when they blinked. At
“seventy-three Mississippi”, Spanky blinked away stinging tears. But the men’s eyes were still
open and unflinching.
The trolley passed the men, as did the beaming smile of Stewart. He wobbled his head to catch
the men’s eyes, to no avail—they stared forward like granite statues waiting for weather and time
to erode them to dust. The trolley moved on.
The men waited. Spanky looked away, looked back, straightened his seat back, lowered his food
tray, rested his hands limply on the tray. He smiled to himself, enjoying the dark brown tan on
the back of his hands. Resting his head back, he recalled the many lovers he had enjoyed and
who had enjoyed him. His penis twitched. He squeezed his thighs together, which felt wonderful.
The trolley passed back down the aisle at the pace of a crab with purpose, backwards, instead of
a forward snail with no particular place to go.
Spanky’s eyelids drooped as he felt again, in his memory, a tropical breeze ruffling his widow’s
peak, as again he entwined his fingers through the grey chest hair of a dominant bear named
Hector. Good times. The scents of manhood and well-oiled leather. You could really smell—
almost taste—the cow and the steer.
He snapped out of his erotic farmyard when the two men stood as one and filed down the aisle.
Heads up, eyes front, they marched like tin soldiers with silver keys in their backs tightly wound
up.
Stewart was tucked in the galley with his back to the aisle, freshening his trolley supplies and
counting his tips, so he didn’t see the two men enter the washroom at the same time.
Spanky was agog. So blatant? The tin soldiers were clearly gay, and couldn’t wait to get into the

mile-high club! (Did it count if the plane wasn’t technically a mile high? How many feet in a
mile? Why was Spanky asking himself these questions when two men just checked themselves in
to a flying fuck closet?)
The vampire glanced around at the other passengers, looking across the tops of the seat rows, but
no one but himself had seemed to have noticed the double-occupancy in the loo. Granted, there
weren’t a lot of people on this flight. No one in their right mind wanted to leave a hedonism
island, so the flights home were always more scant than the cram-packed flights heading toward
the delicious Eden.
Spanky’s snake uncoiled in his lap and his eyelids grew libidinously heavy again. He glanced at
Percy, who still had his nose pressed to the thick, tempered window, and who was possibly
asleep. The vampire rested a hand on the snake. Tapped fingertips lightly against its swelling
body, making its arrow head slowly inch up toward his navel.
Quicker than it should’ve taken, the two men emerged from the toilet. (How they both fit … the
first mystery.) One was dressed as an Ugly Clown, with three-day-old growth on his muzzle and
splattered circus make-up—a large, smeared red mouth, blue splattered around his eyes, white
daubs here and there, though his natural skin tone showed through the rough patches of paint—
and he chewed on a fat, slowly smouldering cigar in the corner of his mouth. The other man was
dressed in a full-body, very fluffy Rabbit suit—bent ears, floppy feet, and huge red glass eyes
with thick black caterpillar eyebrows that aided its psychotic, lidless gaze.
Each man—or costumed character—held a pistol made of plastic.
So Spanky didn’t wonder too much on how they had smuggled guns aboard (up their asses,
bullets included, was the obviously answer), though he did ruminate on mystery numbers 4 and
5: how they smuggled their outfits on the plane, and how in the hell did they change into them so
fast? There were too many mysteries occurring all at once, it was best just to watch the
proceedings and not ponder the madness. Madness always wants to be philosophized about …
that’s how it gets ya!
All potential philosophies were quickly extinguished.
“This is a hijacking,” yelled the Ugly Clown, displaying his gun to the eyes of the crowd peeking
over the seats, as though he were displaying a cubic zirconia diamond necklace, and waiting for
the ‘oooos’ and ‘aaaahs’ from the spectators.
Many voiced such sentiments: ever since 9/11, many people had wondered what they would
have done differently if they had been on any of the hijacked planes. Knowing full well that no
one would get the chance ever again to be a hero on any plane. Ever. Except now. So the
audience was quite impressed that they were chosen for such an illustrious career change. They
didn’t want to disturb the hijackers, instead staying in their seats to see how the whole thing
played out, and waiting for their big chance. Surely, a coin would be minted just for them.
Muffled by the white fur, the Rabbit said to the Ugly Clown, “I don’t think the front of the plane

heard that.”
The Ugly Clown gestured to the Rabbit, who then flopped his feet up the aisle, gun raised for
display purposes mainly, until he reached the front of the plane, his back against the cockpit
door.
A stewardess remained pressed into the front galley as she watched the Rabbit and Ugly Clown.
The Rabbit spoke his threat but no one understood. He tipped his sewn-shut smiling mouth to the
stewardess. Her face scrunched as she leaned a petite ear to his mouth and slowly interpreted the
Rabbit’s demands through the cabin speaker microphone she held to thin, smiling lips.
“He says that he and his friend—if I can direct your attention to the rear of the aircraft –”
All passengers in the front of the plane craned their necks over their seats or down the aisle to
see the Ugly Clown sigh and roll his eyes as he smiled sarcastically, holding up his gun.
“So, okay,” the stewardess continued, “they’re hijacking us.” She leaned in to the Rabbit’s ear,
using a slender, manicured finger to unbend the fluffy ear slightly. “Why are you hijacking us?”
The rabbit ears, of course, received no transmission of their own accord, merely ornamental. But
the man in the fur heard her. He attempted to make himself understood, but to no avail. The
stewardess shrugged to the passengers, who watched the confused exchange at the front of the
plane. It was like watching theatre, sometimes better than a movie.
The Rabbit sighed in the depths of his false skin and waved away any further explanations. His
big paws were adorable, and made many passengers smile. Despite his gun still being within
view.
The Ugly Clown pinched the bridge of his nose, eyes squeezed shut, realizing he alone would
have to wander back and forth between the two halves of the plane to explain his demands to the
full passenger list.
He started with the rear.
“My associate and I are former employees of the Magic Castle Theme Park—I’m sure you’ve all
heard of it. It is a hellish nightmare to work there, a slaughterhouse of self-respect, a factory of
mind-numbing drudgery that kills the soul. This is a suicide mission. We will direct this aircraft
to crash into the Castle that is the focal point of the entire park—and the embodiment of the
corporation’s soul! They are fascists in league with a cabal which runs not just this country, but
all wealthy industrialized nations. They are bigger than the Masons, Skull and Bones, The
Knights Templar, the Illuminati, The Bohemian Grove, Bilderberg Group, and the Vatican. They
are known as The Roaring Mouse—I’m sure you haven’t heard of them.”
The passengers absorbed the message, but only as far as wondering about all the conspiracy
theories they had ever heard (including the sexual imagery on cartoon film VHS boxes and the

racial slurs spoken by a certain animated duck). But the suicide part mostly went right over their
heads.
Over their heads and straight to the rear of the plane where Spanky and Percy heard the most
important part of the message.
Plus a man who sat directly behind them (but with no one sitting behind him … a very light
flight.) One man who took up two seats, needing ample room for his splayed leg sitting posture.
And he was also the only other person on board who had a gun—one made of metal and which
shot bullets that had never before been lodged, intentionally or otherwise, inside a human colon.
Sky Marshall Jonny Kool Mo Dee had flown on hundreds of airliners for thousands of miles and
had never fired a shot. Which pissed him off. He wanted to kill. Prayed nightly (unless it was a
night flight, then he prayed in the day) that his next assignment would be The Big One. Where he
would finally get to put a bullet in the skull of a terrorist—or a passenger making a furtive
movement—whichever came first.
“This is it, Jonny—you’re on, baby!” he whispered to himself as he slowly undid the buttons of
his shirt, reaching beneath his bullet-proof vest and silently extracting his gun, complete with
silencer. Killing one terrorist shouldn’t alert all the other terrorists on board.
“James motherfucking Bond, old school,” Jonny continued to mumble to himself, a snail of
saliva oozing from one corner of his mouth. Adrenaline pumped his heart and made his pupils as
wide as dimes. “Who da man? I da mo-fo man, mama! Your baby is gonna be a star!”
The Ugly Clown had paced into the front half of the plane to repeat his message, walking the
aisles like a Sunday school spectacled marm, hair bun like a coiled dog turd, looking for a
disobedient student carving naughty Anglo-Saxon words into their desk.
Spanky turned in his seat to see the weirdo behind him spitting out strange phrases and words of
encouragement—his own psychotic pep squad—and breathing like an asthmatic.
Jonny’s frantic blood-lust eyes snapped up to see the vampire’s heavy-lidded gaze looking down.
“Be cool, bro,” Jonny said to Spanky. “I’m the Sky Marshall. It’s gonna be good, all good,
nothing to fear, I’ll take care of this.”
Jonny slipped out of his seat, stayed bent over double as he sped to the galley between the halves
of the plane.
Raised his gun to point its barrel roughly beneath his chin as he put a finger to his lips. His back
pressed against Stewart’s front. Stewart caught a whiff of Jonny’s cologne, “Toro Ranchero”,
mingled with his adrenaline-fueled, pubic-tainted man sweat. (Ever smelled a man’s balls
through his pants? Yeah, kinda like that.) Stewart’s body tingled and his palms itched to reach
out and rest on either of Jonny’s hips. But he resisted.

Silently, Stewart and Jonny listened as the Ugly Clown’s voice headed back down the aisle to the
galley.
“You’re all gonna die in order to end a reign of corporate tyranny—corporations control the
world, people, not nations. A logo means more than a flag. You will be made great martyrs. You
can thank my associate and me when we all get to the Heaven of Many Virgins.”
Jonny took a single step out of the galley and pressed his cool silencer against the forehead of the
Ugly Clown.
“Yo, bitch,” said Jonny Kool Mo Dee. “Game on, jive turkey! I am the Sky Marshall and this is
my house! Turn around and walk back to that Rabbit bitch—no funny moves and you might live
for the rest of the flight.”
The Ugly Clown turned, hands raised. Jonny snatched the plastic gun and stuffed it into the back
of his pants.
Jonny and the Ugly Clown stepped slowly toward the Rabbit.
“Drop the gun,” Jonny called ahead to the furry terrorist, “or I drop your friend … then I drop
you.”
The Rabbit kept his gun trained in a two-pawed stance on Jonny. Saw the Ugly Clown wink. The
lips of the clown sucked the cigar and a tiny puff of smoke spat into the recirculated cabin air.
With Shaolin Kung-Fu reflexes, the Ugly Clown spun on a rubber heel as he plucked the cigar
from his mouth, smacked the gun to point up to the overhead compartments, and stabbed the
burning end of the stogie into Jonny Kool Mo Dee’s forehead.
The Sky Marshall screamed like a pussy. Didn’t see the thick, hairy fist that cracked his jaw in
half and dropped him to the luxurious blue carpet lining the aisle.
Jonny bled bubbles out of his mouth as the smoke of seared flesh snaked off his forehead. His
eyelids spasmed and his face muscles twitched.
The Ugly Clown rolled Jonny onto his face and slipped his plastic weapon out of the Sky
Marshall’s pants.
“Any more heroes? Good. We got a Magic Castle to crash.”
He joined the Rabbit at the front of the plane and knocked on the cockpit door.
Spanky felt the need to be a hero. He turned to Percy and whispered, “Follow my lead.”
“What the fuck?”

“Just follow me.”
Spanky slipped from his seat and rushed up to the half-way galley without a sound. He ducked in
and saw Stewart still pressed against the emergency door.
“Hi,” said Spanky.
“Hi,” said Stewart.
“You’re cute.”
The steward blushed, wobbled his head at the compliment and twitched his plucked eyebrows.
“Thanks, you too.”
“When we land, wanna come to my hotel room—fuck my brains out?”
“Oh my,” Stewart said, holding his manicured nails against his cheek. “If we all get out of this,
count me in—and on top—and on bottom—and all over you, honey-bunny!”
Spanky winked. “We will get out. Don’t tell anyone what you’re about to see.”
Percy shuffled into the galley in time to see Spanky’s body roll up like a window shade, hanging
in mid-air, and re-form as a bat. The necrophiliac had seen the trick before, but the airline
steward was very impressed, and hyperventilated vigorously.
The bat flapped its leather wings out of the galley and along the ceiling to the cockpit door.
Stewart’s saucer eyes stared at Percy. “Am I crazy? Did you see that?”
Percy put a finger to his lips and gave a “shh” to the awed steward. Then he walked stooped
down as he shuffled slowly down the aisle to the front of the plane.
A cockpit is not a large place, especially with a pilot and co-pilot already taking up most of the
room. So two more very large men in bulky costumes with large feet or shoes couldn’t hope to
cram themselves inside. Neither hijacker knew how to fly an airplane, so killing the pilot or copilot and arranging their bodies in seats to look as though they were having a nap each was not
an option.
But imagine turning around in your seat while flying a 747 and seeing a giant bunny and a buttugly clown both holding guns in your face. The scent of urine and more ball sweat soon filled the
small space.
The Rabbit had wedged himself the furthest into the cabin, so the Ugly Clown could only put a
single foot inside. The Rabbit loomed menacingly as the Ugly Clown (for a third damn time!)
listed his and his associate’s demands.

While the Ugly Clown’s attention was directed at the pilot and co-pilot, the bat landed on his
neck.
It sank its teeth in quickly, then fluttered away.
The Ugly Clown soon began slurring his words, sounding more like the Rabbit but without the
muffling fur.
The Rabbit watched as his companion’s head lolled from side to side, gun slipping from his
hand, knees buckling. Until the Ugly Clown was on the floor, half in and half out of the cockpit.
The cuter of the two terrorists stared at his fallen friend. Scanned the pilot and co-pilot, but they
each shrugged. Then he glanced back through the propped-open door down the aisle. The
passengers had all stayed sitting.
Except one.
There was a new guy in one of the front seats. The Rabbit recognized him as formerly sitting in
the window row at the back of the plane. The Rabbit stepped over the body of his associate and
towered over Percy.
The thread smile asked the necrophiliac a question with his muted voice and waving gun.
“What?” Percy responded, cupping a hand beneath his ear. “Seriously, dude, why a rabbit? Can’t
hear a damn word you’re saying.”
The Rabbit sighed and sagged at the shoulders. (He asked himself that question often: why a
rabbit? Because the clown costume was taken, was the best answer he could ever come up with.)
He had never intended to remove any part of the costume—it was his martyr’s wardrobe, sacred.
It had to stay on for the suicide. Well, the suicide seemed to be postponed now, with the Ugly
Clown drunk or drugged or dead maybe. A dead guy didn’t make a good suicide.
The head of the Rabbit decapitated itself. But before the man in the suit could utter a syllable, he
was attacked from behind. Slammed to the carpet by the Ugly Clown who now had a pair of twoinch long vampire fangs in his mouth which sank into the Rabbit’s exposed jugular.
As the undead Ugly Clown fed off the pumping life juice of his friend, Spanky tucked into the
galley nearest the cockpit, and changed from a bat back to his usual body. He pressed a finger to
his lips and told the stewardess to “shh”.
While one man squirmed on the prone body of the other man, the man on the bottom soon
became as undead and vampiric as the man on top.
Spanky searched the body of Jonny Kool Mo Dee.
No handcuffs, but five lengths of plastic zip-strips were tucked inside a pocket in the bullet-proof

vest. Percy and Spanky zipped the ankles and wrists of the undead Ugly Clown and Rabbit and
let them each lie on the floor hissing to all who would listen about their revamped plans for
vengeance—against both the Castle in the Sky and the Castle on the Ground.
Percy was, again, despondent and jealous. Spanky had gotten to satiate his abhorrent desire and
monstrous nature by biting the Ugly Clown. (Plus, he had an upcoming date with the steward.)
The two had been through so much, their friendship becoming more than just about the satiation
of unholy appetites, as sometimes happened between male friends. So Spanky did Percy a
favour.
He told the necrophiliac to help him drag the quivering—but still alive—body of Jonny Kool Mo
Dee to the washroom.
Spanky found the Sky Marshall’s silenced gun, and handed it through the cracked washroom
door as Percy began unzipping his shorts.
Stewart did a favour for his upcoming lover, and put on a movie to distract the passengers. (The
steward and the vampire wouldn’t have to wait for the hotel room, after all!) Stewart clicked the
microphone and held it to his mouth as Spanky dug a gentle hand between the steward’s legs. As
the extendable movie screens lowered from the ceiling, Stewart told the passengers to enjoy the
inflight movie called, “A Vampire and a Necrophiliac Walk Into A Car Crash”—a sex and death
romp with lots of love and laughs and plenty of blood (at this, Stewart squeaked, feeling a finger
diddle one of his balls) for all!
The volume was turned up, so even the silenced gunshot in the washroom was drowned out. As
were the psychotic yammerings and orgasmic cries of the lust-driven necrophiliac.
Both Spanky and Percy got a chance to join the mile-high club.

The Magic Castle theme park, naturally, had its own airport. There was a corporate conspiracy,
largely spearheaded by the parks’ founder, the Luxembourger industrialist, I.I. Kunterfitter, who
now lay two miles beneath the park in a coffin of synthetic ice (long story).
His immense family (he fucked a lot, not just his wife: his mistresses, and maids, plus his
daughters, sisters, nieces, and a few goats, anything that he could get pregnant) each kept his
legacy alive by owning more and more of the world and its industries, both legal and illegal.
None of them liked to fly with ‘commoners’, nor did they enjoy disembarking their private jets
to swim through a public airport’s unwashed and heavily suntan-lotioned masses.
So they built their own airport and had their own national border guards (who wouldn’t dare
check a lady’s handbag!) on the grounds of the park for themselves and their friends.
Limousines drove them to the reward ceremony. Many of them didn’t get out of the air-

conditioned cars, but watched the proceedings on flatscreen monitors that folded down from the
limo ceilings.
On a permanently-lowered drawbridge at the mouth of the Magic Castle (which was insulated at
its base by roiling and puffy neozaphrene clouds—a petrochemical-based product, highly
flammable—manufactured by a company owned by a Kunterfitter niece), Spanky and Percy
received the keys to the kingdom.
They were given free admission for life to any theme park location (even “Magic Castle
Moldova” … wherever that is) and to all films manufactured by the head corporation and its
subsidiaries.
This in lieu of actually giving the vampire and necrophiliac money. Millions, if not a billion or
two, the Castle could afford it. Still, the rich didn’t stay rich by giving away free money to
heroes, even if those heroes did avert a major disaster for the company. Fuck it—give them free
hats and t-shirts too.
The Rabbit and the Ugly Clown were chained up in the Tunnel of Horror to scare lovers. They
were back at their old jobs, since the corporation knew it was best to keep enemies close. The
formerly disgruntled employees now received no pay, no benefits, and, as usual, were not
allowed to unionize. They did, however, get lunch breaks. The theme park kept them fed by
giving them any child who became lost and separated from their parents.
A child’s blood—as every CEO knows—is the sweetest.
Stewart and the stewardess (everybody forgot her name; there’s always a casualty in a terrorist
situation) were on the drawbridge with our main heroes. Spanky and the steward gave each other
surreptitious ass-pats and pinches and giggled during the boring, patriotic speech.
Percy stood next to the Princess of the Castle. Her hair and make-up were professionally done,
and her faux-diamond tiara and powder blue dress were from the wardrobe department. Her
bodice was luscious. Percy growled sexually violent sweet nothings under his breath to her. He
described what he wanted to do to her ripe body, the stainless steel implements he would use, the
rusty hooks he would employ, and the all-round freak-out he would put her through. He told her
she was almost as sexy as his mama.
Like all sanitized Princesses, she was a kinky, filthy whore. Her regulation Castle granny-cut
panties (no thongs allowed on the grounds, except for exclusive members) were soaking wet by
the end of the ceremony. She returned a growl, telling him where and when to meet, all the while
smiling her ruby lips and waving at the cheering crowds.
Spanky and Percy were given separate luxury suites, where they both got laid. Stewart would
become the first undead steward aboard any flight, but no one would know the difference. The
Princess had to use her sick days for the next two weeks since she was in the hospital getting
stitches in several unnatural holes in her body. She hoped Percy would call her when she got out.

The necrophiliac and the vampire were heroes to the world, and thus, could satiate their desires
with impunity. Soon they would become diplomats, get into politics, acquire more and more
power until they too were involved in cabals that ran the world.
Spanky drank the blood of good and evil alike, and Percy fucked both holy and unholy corpses.
Satiating their desires on rich and poor, black and white, tall and short, they fed and fed and fed
and never let up. Wars were merely ways of getting more blood and more corpses, but many
excuses could be given as to why any war was a just one.
They were gods, pharaohs, walking amongst mortals. The epitome of any existence was to
become great by destroying the lives of others. Thus, are religion and politics and economics and
science and art created and never destroyed.
Spanky and Percy finally knew the meaning of life.
Feed and fuck and feed and fuck and feed and fuck and feed and fuck …
(Maybe have a nap once in a while.)
THE END
Available from Amazon
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THE SEARCH FOR ASTRA PALACE by Gregory KH Bryant
Part Forty-Three
Naked, Ward was manacled in shackles of gold, his arms bound to his waist. Six guards
surrounded him, holding the ends of the chains that bound him.
Horst Dal grinned at Carter Ward’s blindfolded face.
“This is the man who brought to ruin so many well laid plans,” Horst Dal said.
Ward did not respond. Horst Dal turned to Turhan Mot.
“Why don’t we remove his blindfold?” he asked.
“Of course,” Turhan Mot answered. With a single swift motion, he ripped the silken blindfold
from Ward’s face.
Ward did not flinch.
Yamir rose from his cushioned chair and joined Horst Dal in his examination of their captive.
“And what do you make of this man, my brother?” Horst Dal asked.
“Judging by the many scars, I’d say he is a man who does not get along well with others.”
“Ha!” Horst Dal laughed. “Well observed, my brother!”
He turned back to Carter Ward and laughingly demanded, “Is that so? Do you not get along with
your fellow?”
Ward ignored the question.
Horst Dal grabbed Ward by the chin, and forced Ward to look at him.
“Do you hear me?” Horst Dal demanded.
Ward’s legs had been shackled, with only but sufficient length to allow Ward to take but short
strides. Which was also sufficient length to permit Ward to jump. Which he did.
Leaping upward, he drew his knees to his chest, then thrust his feet into Horst Dal’s face. This
sent Horst Dal flying backward, while also sending Ward into a wild spin. The chains with
which they held him were snapped from the grasps of the guards.
Horrified, Turhan Mot and Mokem Bet moved quickly to subdue Ward. The guards rushed to
join them. All eight piled upon Ward. They buried him under their numbers, pummeled him

hard. Fists, knees, elbows and feet pounded Ward’s body from every direction. He was quickly
subdued. His ankles shackled tightly together to prevent any further embarrassments.
Turhan Mot threw himself before Horst Dal with huge apologies. But Horst Dal, no pampered
prince was he, merely laughed at his own discomfiture.
“Ha! Ha! Ha!” he laughed, head thrown back and mouth opened wide. “Yes, Turhan Mot, this
man’s reputation is well earned! Having met him at last, I grudge it somewhat less, the defeats
you have suffered at his hands. Ha! Ha!
“That you managed to capture this beast, at last, speaks well of you. We should not have
expected it of you,” Horst Dal finished, with a nod toward Yamir. Yamir bowed his head.
Horst Dal returned to his opulent chair. Yamir followed, quickly occupying the second chair.
The six guards held Ward pinned down to the carpeted floor of the suites. Lacey, tears streaming
watched all that passed before her. The girl quaked with terror.
“Such a specimen! Such a man!” Horst Dal declared. “The question for us, is `What shall we
both with him?’”
Yamir leaned toward Horst Dal.
“I know some who would gladly pay any price, no matter how exorbitant, for a pound or two of
that man’s flesh. As for his heart… well…”, Yamir finished with a toss of a hand.
Horst Dal grinned.
“A most amusing suggestion, my brother,” he said. Why, I suppose we could make a feast of his
legs and his arms. We could set what was left of him on the table as a centerpiece, and our
guests could enjoy the rare treat of conversing with their entrée even as they eat him.”
Yamir laughed at the suggestion. Turhan Mot and Mokem Bet also permitted themselves the
imprudence of joining the merriment, and laughing at Carter Ward’s awkward situation.
“But we are hardly in need of money, my brother,” Horst Dal said. “And it would be a shame,
indeed, to squander this flesh. We should…”
“If I may..?” Turhan Mot began.
Horst Dal, content to see that Carter Ward did, indeed, live up to his reputation, allowed Turhan
Mot to speak.
“It seems that Turhan Mot has a suggestion to make?”
“Only that it has been too long since the great Horst Dal has entertained any captives in his
arena.”
The briefest shadow passed over Horst Dal’s face, upon hearing Turhan Mot speak to him so

directly, and who did so, so cavalierly. But he had to admit that there was much to the
suggestion. And Horst Dal was impressed that Turhan Mot had been able to capture this very
dangerous Carter Ward.
Horst Dal smiled at Turhan Mot. Turhan Mot was surprised.
Turhan Mot offers up a most interesting suggestion.
“We do have the cages,” Yamir suggested.
“Ah, yes. Some cage matches might be of interest.”
“And the arena does permit a very large audience,” Yamir added.
Horst Dal grinned again.
“Yes,” he said. “The arena will seat hundreds.”
“Nor do we wish for this man to merely `disappear’, Yamir added. “We would do well, my
brother, to make an example of this man.”
“Quite so, my brother,” Horst Dal agreed. “And all this is to say nothing of display of prowess it
should be for the man who does finally kill this Carter Ward.”
With these, and other, similar arguments, Horst Dal and Yamir convinced themselves.
“Carter Ward shall die in the arena!”
CONTINUES NEXT ISSUE
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ERIC BRIGHTEYES by H Rider Haggard
III: How Asmund Bade Eric to His Yule-Feast
Now it was supper-time and men sat at meat while the women waited upon them. But as she
went to and fro, Gudruda always looked at Eric, and Swanhild watched them both. Supper being
over, people gathered round the hearth, and, having finished her service, Gudruda came and sat
by Eric, so that her sleeve might touch his. They spoke no word, but there they sat and were
happy. Swanhild saw and bit her lip. Now, she was seated by Asmund and Björn his son.
“Look, foster-father,” she said; “yonder sit a pretty pair!”
“That cannot be denied,” answered Asmund. “One may ride many days to see such another man
as Eric Brighteyes, and no such maid as Gudruda flowers between Middalhof and London town,
unless it be thou, Swanhild. Well, so her mother said that it should be, and without doubt she was
foresighted at her death.”
“Nay, name me not with Gudruda, foster-father; I am but a grey goose by thy white swan. But
these shall be well wed and that will be a good match for Eric.”
“Let not thy tongue run on so fast,” said Asmund sharply. “Who told thee that Eric should have
Gudruda?”
“None told me, but in truth, having eyes and ears, I grew certain of it,” said Swanhild. “Look at
them now: surely lovers wear such faces.”
Now it chanced that Gudruda had rested her chin on her hand, and was gazing into Eric’s eyes
beneath the shadow of her hair.
“Methinks my sister will look higher than to wed a simple yeoman, though he is large as two
other men,” said Björn with a sneer. Now Björn was jealous of Eric’s strength and beauty, and
did not love him.
“Trust nothing that thou seest and little that thou hearest, girl,” said Asmund, raising himself
from thought: “so shall thy guesses be good. Eric, come here and tell us how thou didst chance
on Gudruda in the snow.”
“I was not so ill seated but that I could bear to stay,” grumbled Eric beneath his breath; but
Gudruda said “Go.”
So he went and told his tale; but not all of it, for he intended to ask Gudruda in marriage on the
morrow, though his heart prophesied no luck in the matter, and therefore he was not overswift
with it.
“In this thing thou hast done me and mine good service,” said Asmund coldly, searching Eric’s
face with his blue eyes. “It had been said if my fair daughter had perished in the snow, for, know

this: I would set her high in marriage, for her honour and the honour of my house, and so some
rich and noble man had lost great joy. But take thou this gift in memory of the deed, and
Gudruda’s husband shall give thee another such upon the day that he makes her wife,” and he
drew a gold ring off his arm.
Now Eric’s knees trembled as he heard, and his heart grew faint as though with fear. But he
answered clear and straight:
“Thy gift had been better without thy words, ring-giver; but I pray thee to take it back, for I have
done nothing to win it, though perhaps the time will come when I shall ask thee for a richer.”
“My gifts have never been put away before,” said Asmund, growing angry.
“This wealthy farmer holds the good gold of little worth. It is foolish to take fish to the sea, my
father,” sneered Björn.
“Nay, Björn, not so,” Eric answered: “but, as thou sayest, I am but a farmer, and since my father,
Thorgrimur Iron-Toe, died things have not gone too well on Ran River. But at the least I am a
free man, and I will take no gifts that I cannot repay worth for worth. Therefore I will not have
the ring.”
“As thou wilt,” said Asmund. “Pride is a good horse if thou ridest wisely,” and he thrust the ring
back upon his arm.
Then people go to rest; but Swanhild seeks her mother, and tells her all that has befallen her, nor
does Groa fail to listen.
“Now I will make a plan,” she says, “for these things have chanced well and Asmund is in a ripe
humour. Eric shall come no more to Middalhof till Gudruda is gone hence, led by Ospakar
Blacktooth.”
“And if Eric does not come here, how shall I see his face? for, mother, I long for the sight of it.”
“That is thy matter, thou lovesick fool. Know this: that if Eric comes hither and gets speech with
Gudruda, there is an end of thy hopes; for, fair as thou art, she is too fair for thee, and, strong as
thou art, in a way she is too strong. Thou hast heard how these two love, and such loves mock at
the will of fathers. Eric will win his desire or die beneath the swords of Asmund and Björn, if
such men can prevail against his might. Nay, the wolf Eric must be fenced from the lamb till he
grows hungry. Then let him search the fold and make spoil of thee, for, when the best is gone, he
will desire the good.”
“So be it, mother. As I sat crouched behind Gudruda in the snow at Coldback, I had half a mind
to end her love-words with this knife, for so I should have been free of her.”
“Yes, and fast in the doom-ring, thou wildcat. The gods help this Eric, if thou winnest him. Nay,
choose thy time and, if thou must strike, strike secretly and home. Remember also that cunning is

mightier than strength, that lies pierce further than swords, and that witchcraft wins where
honesty must fail. Now I will go to Asmund, and he shall be an angry man before to-morrow
comes.”
Then Groa went to the shut bed where Asmund the Priest slept. He was sitting on the bed and
asked her why she came.
“For love of thee, Asmund, and thy house, though thou dost treat me ill, who hast profited so
much by me and my foresight. Say now: wilt thou that this daughter of thine, Gudruda the Fair,
should be the light May of yonder long-legged yeoman?”
“That is not in my mind,” said Asmund, stroking his beard.
“Knowest thou, then, that this very day your white Gudruda sat on Eric’s lap in the snow, while
he fondled her to his heart’s content?”
“Most likely it was for warmth. Men do not dream on love in the hour of death. Who saw this?”
“Swanhild, who was behind, and hid herself for shame, and therefore she held that these two
must soon be wed! Ah, thou art foolish now, Asmund. Young blood makes light of cold or death.
Art thou blind, or dost thou not see that these two turn on each other like birds at nesting-time?”
“They might do worse,” said Asmund, “for they are a proper pair, and it seems to me that each
was born for each.”
“Then all goes well. Still, it is a pity to see so fair a maid cast like rotten bait upon the waters to
hook this troutlet of a yeoman. Thou hast enemies, Asmund; thou art too prosperous, and there
are many who hate thee for thy state and wealth. Were it not wise to use this girl of thine to build
a wall about thee against the evil day?”
“I have been more wont, housekeeper, to trust to my own arm than to bought friends. But tell me,
for at the least thou art far-seeing, how may this be done? As things are, though I spoke roughly
to him last night, I am inclined to let Eric Brighteyes take Gudruda. I have always loved the lad,
and he will go far.”
“Listen, Asmund! Surely thou hast heard of Ospakar Blacktooth—the priest who dwells in the
north?”
“Ay, I have heard of him, and I know him; there is no man like him for ugliness, or strength, or
wealth and power. We sailed together on a viking cruise many years ago, and he did things at
which my blood turned, and in those days I had no chicken heart.”
“With time men change their temper. Unless I am mistaken, this Ospakar wishes above all to
have Gudruda in marriage, for, now that everything is his, this alone is left for him to ask—the
fairest woman in Iceland as a housewife. Think then, with Ospakar for a son-in-law, who is there
that can stand against thee?”

“I am not so sure of this matter, nor do I altogether trust thee, Groa. Of a truth it seems to me that
thou hast some stake upon the race. This Ospakar is evil and hideous. It were a shame to give
Gudruda over to him when she looks elsewhere. Knowest thou that I swore to love and cherish
her, and how runs this with my oath? If Eric is not too rich, yet he is of good birth and kin, and,
moreover, a man of men. If he take her good will come of it.”
“It is like thee, Asmund, always to mistrust those who spend their days in plotting for thy weal.
Do as thou wilt: let Eric take this treasure of thine—for whom earls would give their state—and
live to rue it. But I say this: if he have thy leave to roam here with his dove the matter will soon
grow, for these two sicken each to each, and young blood is hot and ill at waiting, and it is not
always snow-time. So betroth her or let him go. And now I have said.”
“Thy tongue runs too fast. The man is quite unproved and I will try him. To-morrow I will warn
him from my door; then things shall go as they are fated. And now peace, for I weary of thy talk,
and, moreover, it is false; for thou lackest one thing—a little honesty to season all thy craft. What
fee has Ospakar paid thee, I wonder. Thou at least hadst never refused the gold ring to-night, for
thou wouldst do much for gold.”
“And more for love, and most of all for hate,” Groa said, and laughed aloud; nor did they speak
more on this matter that night.
Now, early in the morning Asmund rose, and, going to the hall, awoke Eric, who slept by the
centre hearth, saying that he would talk with him without. Then Eric followed him to the back of
the hall.
“Say now, Eric,” he said, when they stood in the grey light outside the house, “who was it taught
thee that kisses keep out the cold on snowy days?”
Now Eric reddened to his yellow hair, but he answered: “Who was it told thee, lord, that I tried
this medicine?”
“The snow hides much, but there are eyes that can pierce the snow. Nay, more, thou wast seen,
and there’s an end. Now know this—I like thee well, but Gudruda is not for thee; she is far above
thee, who art but a deedless yeoman.”
“Then I love to no end,” said Eric; “I long for one thing only, and that is Gudruda. It was in my
mind to ask her in marriage of thee to-day.”
“Then, lad, thou hast thy answer before thou askest. Be sure of one thing: if but once again I find
thee alone with Gudruda, it is my axe shall kiss thee and not her lips.”
“That may yet be put to the proof, lord,” said Eric, and turned to seek his horse, when suddenly
Gudruda came and stood between them, and his heart leapt at the sight of her.
“Listen, Gudruda,” Eric said. “This is thy father’s word: that we two speak together no more.”

“Then it is an ill saying for us,” said Gudruda, laying her hand upon her breast.
“Saying good or ill, so it surely is, girl,” answered Asmund. “No more shalt thou go a-kissing, in
the snow or in the flowers.”
“Now I seem to hear Swanhild’s voice,” she said. “Well, such things have happened to better
folk, and a father’s wish is to a maid what the wind is to the grass. Still, the sun is behind the
cloud and it will shine again some day. Till then, Eric, fare thee well!”
“It is not thy will, lord,” said Eric, “that I should come to thy Yule-feast as thou hast asked me
these ten years past?”
Now Asmund grew wroth, and pointed with his hand towards the great Golden Falls that thunder
down the mountain named Stonefell that is behind Middalhof, and there are no greater waterfalls in Iceland.
“A man may take two roads, Eric, from Coldback to Middalhof, one by the bridle-path over
Coldback and the other down Golden Falls; but I never knew traveller to choose this way. Now, I
bid thee to my feast by the path over Golden Falls; and, if thou comest that way, I promise thee
this: if thou livest I will greet thee well, and if I find thee dead in the great pool I will bind on thy
Hell-shoes and lay thee to earth neighbourly fashion. But if thou comest by any other path, then
my thralls shall cut thee down at my door.” And he stroked his beard and laughed.
Now Asmund spoke thus mockingly because he did not think it possible that any man should try
the path of the Golden Falls.
Eric smiled and said, “I hold thee to thy word, lord; perhaps I shall be thy guest at Yule.”
But Gudruda heard the thunder of the mighty Falls as the wind turned, and cried “Nay, nay—it
were thy death!”
Then Eric finds his horse and rides away across the snow.
Now it must be told of Koll the Half-witted that at length he came to Swinefell in the north,
having journeyed hard across the snow. Here Ospakar Blacktooth had his great hall, in which
day by day a hundred men sat down to meat. Now Koll entered the hall when Ospakar was at
supper, and looked at him with big eyes, for he had never seen so wonderful a man. He was huge
in stature—his hair was black, and black his beard, and on his lower lip there lay a great black
fang. His eyes were small and narrow, but his cheekbones were set wide apart and high, like
those of a horse. Koll thought him an ill man to deal with and half a troll,1 and grew afraid of his
errand, since in Koll’s half-wittedness there was much cunning—for it was a cloak in which he
wrapped himself. But as Ospakar sat in the high seat, clothed in a purple robe, with his sword
Whitefire on his knee, he saw Koll, and called out in a great voice:
1

An able-bodied Goblin.

“Who is this red fox that creeps into my earth?”
For, to look at, Koll was very like a fox.
“My name is Koll the Half-witted, Groa’s thrall, lord. Am I welcome here?” he answered.
“That is as it may be. Why do they call thee half-witted?”
“Because I love not work overmuch, lord.”
“Then all my thralls are fellow to thee. Say, what brings thee here?”
“This lord. It was told among men down in the south that thou wouldst give a good gift to him
who should discover to thee the fairest maid in Iceland. So I asked leave of my mistress to come
on a journey and tell thee of her.”
“Then a lie was told thee. Still, I love to hear of fair maids, and seek one for a wife if she be but
fair enough. So speak on, Koll the Fox, and lie not to me, I warn thee, else I will knock what wits
are left there from that red head of thine.”
So Koll took up the tale and greatly bepraised Gudruda’s beauty; nor in truth, for all his talk,
could he praise it too much. He told of her dark eyes and the whiteness of her skin, of the
nobleness of her shape and the gold of her hair, of her wit and gentleness, till at length Ospakar
grew afire to see this flower of maids.
“By Thor, thou Koll,” he said, “if the girl be but half of what thou sayest, her luck is good, for
she shall be wife to Ospakar. But if thou hast lied to me about her, beware! for soon there shall
be a knave the less in Iceland.”
Now a man rose in the hall and said that Koll spoke truth, for he had seen Gudruda the Fair,
Asmund’s daughter, and there was no maid like her in Iceland.
“I will do this now,” said Blacktooth. “To-morrow I will send a messenger to Middalhof, saying
to Asmund the Priest that I purpose to visit him at the time of the Yule-feast; then I shall see if
the girl pleases me. Meanwhile, Koll, take thou a seat among the thralls, and here is something
for thy pains,” and he took off the purple cloak and threw it to him.
“Thanks to thee, Gold-scatterer,” said Koll. “It is wise to go soon to Middalhof, for such a bloom
as this maid does not lack a bee. There is a youngling in the south, named Eric Brighteyes, who
loves Gudruda, and she, I think, loves him, though he is but a yeoman of small wealth and is
only twenty-five years old.”
“Ho! ho!” laughed great Ospakar, “and I am forty-five. But let not this suckling cross my desire,
lest men call him Eric Holloweyes!”

Now the messenger of Ospakar came to Middalhof, and his words pleased Asmund and he made
ready a great feast. And Swanhild smiled, but Gudruda was afraid.
CONTINUES NEXT ISSUE
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THE MOON POOL by A Merritt
Chapter XXIII: Dragon Worm and Moss Death
For a small eternity—to me at least—we waited. Then as silent as ever the green dwarf returned.
“It is well,” he said, some of the strain gone from his voice. “Grip hands again, and follow.”
“Wait a bit, Rador,” this was Larry. “Does Lugur know this side entrance? If he does, why not let
Olaf and me go back to the opening and pick them off as they come in? We could hold the lot—
and in the meantime you and Goodwin could go after Lakla for help.”
“Lugur knows the secret of the Portal—if he dare use it,” answered the captain, with a curious
indirection. “And now that they have challenged the Silent Ones I think he will dare. Also, he
will find our tracks—and it may be that he knows this hidden way.”
“Well, for God’s sake!” O’Keefe’s appalled bewilderment was almost ludicrous. “If he knows all
that, and you knew all that, why didn’t you let me click him when I had the chance?”
“Larree,” the green dwarf was oddly humble. “It seemed good to me, too—at first. And then I
heard a command, heard it clearly, to stop you—that Lugur die not now, lest a greater vengeance
fail!”
“Command? From whom?” The Irishman’s voice distilled out of the blackness the very essence
of bewilderment.
“I thought,” Rador was whispering— “I thought it came from the Silent Ones!”
“Superstition!” groaned O’Keefe in utter exasperation. “Always superstition! What can you do
against it!
“Never mind, Rador.” His sense of humour came to his aid. “It’s too late now, anyway. Where
do we go from here, old dear?” he laughed.
“We tread the path of one I am not fain to meet,” answered Rador. “But if meet we must, point
the death tubes at the pale shield he bears upon his throat and send the flame into the flower of
cold fire that is its centre—nor look into his eyes!”
Again Larry gasped, and I with him.
“It’s getting too deep for me, Doc,” he muttered dejectedly. “Can you make head or tail of it?”
“No,” I answered, shortly enough, “but Rador fears something and that’s his description of it.”
“Sure,” he replied, “only it’s a code I don’t understand.” I could feel his grin. “All right for the
flower of cold fire, Rador, and I won’t look into his eyes,” he went on cheerfully. “But hadn’t we
better be moving?”

“Come!” said the soldier; again hand in hand we went blindly on.
O’Keefe was muttering to himself.
“Flower of cold fire! Don’t look into his eyes! Some joint! Damned superstition.” Then he
chuckled and carolled, softly:
“Oh, mama, pin a cold rose on me;
Two young frog-men are in love with me;
Shut my eyes so I can’t see.”
“Sh!” Rador was warning; he began whispering. “For half a va we go along a way of death.
From its peril we pass into another against whose dangers I can guard you. But in part this is in
view of the roadway and it may be that Lugur will see us. If so, we must fight as best we can. If
we pass these two roads safely, then is the way to the Crimson Sea clear, nor need we fear Lugur
nor any. And there is another thing—that Lugur does not know—when he opens the Portal the
Silent Ones will hear and Lakla and the Akka will be swift to greet its opener.”
“Rador,” I asked, “how know you all this?”
“The handmaiden is my own sister’s child,” he answered quietly.
O’Keefe drew a long breath.
“Uncle,” he remarked casually in English, “meet the man who’s going to be your nephew!”
And thereafter he never addressed the green dwarf except by the avuncular title, which Rador,
humorously enough, apparently conceived to be one of respectful endearment.
For me a light broke. Plain now was the reason for his foreknowledge of Lakla’s appearance at
the feast where Larry had so narrowly escaped Yolara’s spells; plain the determining factor that
had cast his lot with ours, and my confidence, despite his discourse of mysterious perils,
experienced a remarkable quickening.
Speculation as to the marked differences in pigmentation and appearance of niece and uncle was
dissipated by my consciousness that we were now moving in a dim half-light. We were in a
fairly wide tunnel. Not far ahead the gleam filtered, pale yellow like sunlight sifting through the
leaves of autumn poplars. And as we drove closer to its source I saw that it did indeed pass
through a leafy screen hanging over the passage end. This Rador drew aside cautiously,
beckoned us and we stepped through.
It appeared to be a tunnel cut through soft green mould. Its base was a flat strip of pathway a
yard wide from which the walls curved out in perfect cylindrical form, smoothed and evened
with utmost nicety. Thirty feet wide they were at their widest, then drew toward each other with
no break in their symmetry; they did not close. Above was, roughly, a ten-foot rift, ragged edged,

through which poured light like that in the heart of pale amber, a buttercup light shot through
with curiously evanescent bronze shadows.
“Quick!” commanded Rador, uneasily, and set off at a sharp pace.
Now, my eyes accustomed to the strange light, I saw that the tunnel’s walls were of moss. In
them I could trace fringe leaf and curly leaf, pressings of enormous bladder caps
(Physcomitrium), immense splashes of what seemed to be the scarlet-crested Cladonia, traceries
of huge moss veils, crushings of teeth (peristome) gigantic; spore cases brown and white, saffron
and ivory, hot vermilions and cerulean blues, pressed into an astounding mosaic by some titanic
force.
“Hurry!” It was Rador calling. I had lagged behind.
He quickened the pace to a half-run; we were climbing; panting. The amber light grew stronger;
the rift above us wider. The tunnel curved; on the left a narrow cleft appeared. The green dwarf
leaped toward it, thrust us within, pushed us ahead of him up a steep rocky fissure—well-nigh,
indeed, a chimney. Up and up this we scrambled until my lungs were bursting and I thought I
could climb no more. The crevice ended; we crawled out and sank, even Rador, upon a little leafcarpeted clearing circled by lacy tree ferns.
Gasping, legs aching, we lay prone, relaxed, drawing back strength and breath. Rador was first to
rise. Thrice he bent low as in homage, then—
“Give thanks to the Silent Ones—for their power has been over us!” he exclaimed.
Dimly I wondered what he meant. Something about the fern leaf at which I had been staring
aroused me. I leaped to my feet and ran to its base. This was no fern, no! It was fern moss! The
largest of its species I had ever found in tropic jungles had not been more than two inches high,
and this was—twenty feet! The scientific fire I had experienced in the tunnel returned
uncontrollable. I parted the fronds, gazed out—
My outlook commanded a vista of miles—and that vista! A Fata Morgana of plantdom! A land
of flowered sorcery!
Forests of tree-high mosses spangled over with blooms of every conceivable shape and colour;
cataracts and clusters, avalanches and nets of blossoms in pastels, in dulled metallics, in
gorgeous flamboyant hues; some of them phosphorescent and shining like living jewels; some
sparkling as though with dust of opals, of sapphires, of rubies and topazes and emeralds; thickets
of convolvuli like the trumpets of the seven archangels of Mara, king of illusion, which are
shaped from the bows of splendours arching his highest heaven!
And moss veils like banners of a marching host of Titans; pennons and bannerets of the sunset;
gonfalons of the Jinn; webs of faery; oriflammes of elfland!
Springing up through that polychromatic flood myriads of pedicles—slender and straight as

spears, or soaring in spirals, or curving with undulations gracile as the white serpents of Tanit in
ancient Carthaginian groves—and all surmounted by a fantasy of spore cases in shapes of
minaret and turret, domes and spires and cones, caps of Phrygia and bishops’ mitres, shapes
grotesque and unnameable—shapes delicate and lovely!
They hung high poised, nodding and swaying—like goblins hovering over Titania’s court;
cacophony of Cathay accenting the Flower Maiden music of “Parsifal”; bizarrerie of the angled,
fantastic beings that people the Javan pantheon watching a bacchanal of houris in Mohammed’s
paradise!
Down upon it all poured the amber light; dimmed in the distances by huge, drifting darkenings
lurid as the flying mantles of the hurricane.
And through the light, like showers of jewels, myriads of birds, darting, dipping, soaring, and
still other myriads of gigantic, shimmering butterflies.
A sound came to us, reaching out like the first faint susurrus of the incoming tide; sighing,
sighing, growing stronger—now its mournful whispering quivered all about us, shook us—then
passing like a Presence, died away in far distances.
“The Portal!” said Rador. “Lugur has entered!”
He, too, parted the fronds and peered back along our path. Peering with him we saw the barrier
through which we had come stretching verdure-covered walls for miles three or more away. Like
a mole burrow in a garden stretched the trail of the tunnel; here and there we could look down
within the rift at its top; far off in it I thought I saw the glint of spears.
“They come!” whispered Rador. “Quick! We must not meet them here!”
And then—
“Holy St. Brigid!” gasped Larry.
From the rift in the tunnel’s continuation, nigh a mile beyond the cleft through which we had
fled, lifted a crown of horns—of tentacles—erect, alert, of mottled gold and crimson; lifted
higher—and from a monstrous scarlet head beneath them blazed two enormous, obloid eyes,
their depths wells of purplish phosphorescence; higher still—noseless, earless, chinless; a livid,
worm mouth from which a slender scarlet tongue leaped like playing flames! Slowly it rose—its
mighty neck cuirassed with gold and scarlet scales from whose polished surfaces the amber light
glinted like flakes of fire; and under this neck shimmered something like a palely luminous
silvery shield, guarding it. The head of horror mounted—and in the shield’s centre, full ten feet
across, glowing, flickering, shining out—coldly, was a rose of white flame, a “flower of cold
fire” even as Rador had said.
Now swiftly the Thing upreared, standing like a scaled tower a hundred feet above the rift, its
eyes scanning that movement I had seen along the course of its lair. There was a hissing; the

crown of horns fell, whipped and writhed like the tentacles of an octopus; the towering length
dropped back.
“Quick!” gasped Rador and through the fern moss, along the path and down the other side of the
steep we raced.
Behind us for an instant there was a rushing as of a torrent; a far-away, faint, agonized
screaming—silence!
“No fear now from those who followed,” whispered the green dwarf, pausing.
“Sainted St. Patrick!” O’Keefe gazed ruminatively at his automatic. “An’ he expected me to kill
that with this. Well, as Fergus O’Connor said when they sent him out to slaughter a wild bull
with a potato knife: ‘Ye’ll niver rayilize how I appreciate the confidence ye show in me!’
“What was it, Doc?” he asked.
“The dragon worm!” Rador said.
“It was Helvede Orm—the hell worm!” groaned Olaf.
“There you go again—” blazed Larry; but the green dwarf was hurrying down the path and
swiftly we followed, Larry muttering, Olaf mumbling, behind me.
The green dwarf was signalling us for caution. He pointed through a break in a grove of fiftyfoot cedar mosses—we were skirting the glassy road! Scanning it we found no trace of Lugur
and wondered whether he too had seen the worm and had fled. Quickly we passed on; drew away
from the coria path. The mosses began to thin; less and less they grew, giving way to low clumps
that barely offered us shelter. Unexpectedly another screen of fern moss stretched before us.
Slowly Rador made his way through it and stood hesitating.
The scene in front of us was oddly weird and depressing; in some indefinable way—dreadful.
Why, I could not tell, but the impression was plain; I shrank from it. Then, self-analysing, I
wondered whether it could be the uncanny resemblance the heaps of curious mossy fungi
scattered about had to beast and bird—yes, and to man—that was the cause of it. Our path ran
between a few of them. To the left they were thick. They were viridescent, almost metallic
hued—verd-antique. Curiously indeed were they like distorted images of dog and deerlike forms,
of birds—of dwarfs and here and there the simulacra of the giant frogs! Spore cases, yellowish
green, as large as mitres and much resembling them in shape protruded from the heaps. My
repulsion grew into a distinct nausea.
Rador turned to us a face whiter far than that with which he had looked upon the dragon worm.
“Now for your lives,” he whispered, “tread softly here as I do—and speak not at all!”
He stepped forward on tiptoe, slowly with utmost caution. We crept after him; passed the heaps

beside the path—and as I passed my skin crept and I shrank and saw the others shrink too with
that unnameable loathing; nor did the green dwarf pause until he had reached the brow of a small
hillock a hundred yards beyond. And he was trembling.
“Now what are we up against?” grumbled O’Keefe.
The green dwarf stretched a hand; stiffened; gazed over to the left of us beyond a lower hillock
upon whose broad crest lay a file of the moss shapes. They fringed it, their mitres having a
grotesque appearance of watching what lay below. The glistening road lay there—and from it
came a shout. A dozen of the coriaclustered, filled with Lugur’s men and in one of them Lugur
himself, laughing wickedly!
There was a rush of soldiers and up the low hillock raced a score of them toward us.
“Run!” shouted Rador.
“Not much!” grunted Larry—and took swift aim at Lugur. The automatic spat: Olaf’s echoed.
Both bullets went wild, for Lugur, still laughing, threw himself into the protection of the body of
his shell. But following the shots, from the file of moss heaps on the crest, came a series of
muffled explosions. Under the pistol’s concussions the mitred caps had burst and instantly all
about the running soldiers grew a cloud of tiny, glistening white spores—like a little cloud of
puff-ball dust many times magnified. Through this cloud I glimpsed their faces, stricken with
agony.
Some turned to fly, but before they could take a second step stood rigid.
The spore cloud drifted and eddied about them; rained down on their heads and half bare breasts,
covered their garments—and swiftly they began to change! Their features grew indistinct—
merged! The glistening white spores that covered them turned to a pale yellow, grew greenish,
spread and swelled, darkened. The eyes of one of the soldiers glinted for a moment—and then
were covered by the swift growth!
Where but a few moments before had been men were only grotesque heaps, swiftly melting,
swiftly rounding into the semblance of the mounds that lay behind us—and already beginning to
take on their gleam of ancient viridescence!
The Irishman was gripping my arm fiercely; the pain brought me back to my senses.
“Olaf’s right,” he gasped. “This is hell! I’m sick.” And he was, frankly and without restraint.
Lugur and his others awakened from their nightmare; piled into the coria, wheeled, raced away.
“On!” said Rador thickly. “Two perils have we passed—the Silent Ones watch over us!”
Soon we were again among the familiar and so unfamiliar moss giants. I knew what I had seen
and this time Larry could not call me—superstitious. In the jungles of Borneo I had examined
that other swiftly developing fungus which wreaks the vengeance of some of the hill tribes upon

those who steal their women; gripping with its microscopic hooks into the flesh; sending quick,
tiny rootlets through the skin down into the capillaries, sucking life and thriving and never to be
torn away until the living thing it clings to has been sapped dry. Here was but another of the
species in which the development’s rate was incredibly accelerated. Some of this I tried to
explain to O’Keefe as we sped along, reassuring him.
“But they turned to moss before our eyes!” he said.
Again I explained, patiently. But he seemed to derive no comfort at all from my assurances that
the phenomena were entirely natural and, aside from their more terrifying aspect, of peculiar
interest to the botanist.
“I know,” was all he would say. “But suppose one of those things had burst while we were going
through—God!”
I was wondering how I could with comparative safety study the fungus when Rador stopped; in
front of us was again the road ribbon.
“Now is all danger passed,” he said. “The way lies open and Lugur has fled—”
There was a flash from the road. It passed me like a little lariat of light. It struck Larry squarely
between the eyes, spread over his face and drew itself within!
“Down!” cried Rador, and hurled me to the ground. My head struck sharply; I felt myself grow
faint; Olaf fell beside me; I saw the green dwarf draw down the O’Keefe; he collapsed limply,
face still, eyes staring. A shout—and from the roadway poured a host of Lugur’s men; I could
hear Lugur bellowing.
There came a rush of little feet; soft, fragrant draperies brushed my face; dimly I watched Lakla
bend over the Irishman.
She straightened—her arms swept out and the writhing vine, with its tendrilled heads of ruby
bloom, five flames of misty incandescence, leaped into the faces of the soldiers now close upon
us. It darted at their throats, striking, coiling, and striking again; coiling and uncoiling with
incredible rapidity and flying from leverage points of throats, of faces, of breasts like a spring
endowed with consciousness, volition and hatred—and those it struck stood rigid as stone with
faces masks of inhuman fear and anguish; and those still unstricken fled.
Another rush of feet—and down upon Lugur’s forces poured the frog-men, their booming giant
leading, thrusting with their lances, tearing and rending with talons and fangs and spurs.
Against that onslaught the dwarfs could not stand. They raced for the shells; I heard Lugur
shouting, menacingly—and then Lakla’s voice, pealing like a golden bugle of wrath.
“Go, Lugur!” she cried. “Go—that you and Yolara and your Shining One may die together!
Death for you, Lugur—death for you all! Remember Lugur—death!”

There was a great noise within my head—no matter, Lakla was here—Lakla here—but too
late—Lugur had outplayed us; moss death nor dragon worm had frightened him away—he had
crept back to trap us—Lakla had come too late—Larry was dead—Larry! But I had heard no
banshee wailing—and Larry had said he could not die without that warning—no, Larry was not
dead. So ran the turbulent current of my mind.
A horny arm lifted me; two enormous, oddly gentle saucer eyes were staring into mine; my head
rolled; I caught a glimpse of the Golden Girl kneeling beside the O’Keefe.
The noise in my head grew thunderous—was carrying me away on its thunder—swept me into
soft, blind darkness.
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